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REPORT OF A DEBRIEF SESSION...BRIAN WISKEN WITH MIKE COONEY 

************************************************************* 

HISTORICAL 

MPC arrived in March 1985 after a painful vacancy. Little or no confidence after the 
vacancy and 17 years when people saw church life slide more and more. John Allen never 
fitted the estate nor did he ever come to terms with the people but his going was very 
sad. (There are a few who still keep a link with John Allen and speak well of him altho' 
not of his total ministry etc). The Sunday scene saw 40 or so at the 9.15am and10 or 
so at the Wednesday celebration. Little other church life other than the occasional 
social. 

MPC inherited good buildings altho' a lot of routine work not done....and nothing had beer 
put aside to tackle anything substantial. The Church Family seemed very inward looking... 
perhaps not surprising. The clergy at St Nicholas were especially supportive and 
encouraging during the vacancy 

EARLY DAYS 

MPC put a lot of energy into aspects of life such as.. 

Getting to know Church people and trying to understand where the Church 
was and why.... 
Knocking ill all sorts of doors in the Community and introducing himself 
including local schools 
Within a few months changing the Sunday Eucharist from 9.15 to 9.45 and 
MPC felt this automatically increased the congregation by 20% 

AREAS OF EMPHASIS AS MPC SETTLED 

  

1. Congregation...building up in terms of young families. In March 1985 congregation 
seemed pretty elderly....no young mums and children and perhaps a lack of toleranre on 
part of congregation to receive children. All this led to: 

A Re-establish MU...None in 1985...Small group of 12 now 
B Establish a creche 
C Young Families Group meeting in Hall Mondays 
D Re-establishment of Brownies & Guides 

2. Forging links with other Churches. In John Allen's time nothing of this sort was 
tackled...in fact he related very badly with the URC minister of the time. Now there 
is a working relationship with URC, Methodist & RC. 

3. Maintenance of Buildings....Over the five years a fair amount has been undertaken 
and Church & Hall in a good state. Most recently the Hall kitchen has been refurbished 
by a working party of our own. The Ashton Room (within the Hall) has been firmly 
established as a meeting room and pleasantly so...) 

4. Numbers...The Parish Eucharist has changed and become 
it is now regularly 80 to 9Y communicants with maybe 110 
Wednesday celebration sees 20 very often. 

5. MPC from the start developed an open, welcoming policy to people in general and to 
Baptism in particular. John Allen could be awkward. 1984 saw 35 baptisms (vacancy)... 
1983 45 to 50....but by 1989 MPC recorded 119. 	Weddings have also increased. In 1985 
there were just 6; in 1989 27. Confirmations have been equally encouraging especially 
adult numbers. More funerals where services in St John's take place than ever before. 

6. Social Life...Some sort of monthly social event is now the order of the day. Outings, 
parties, Sunday excursions etc. 

7. Considerable work done by MPC in linking with Schools...Assemblies & responses 
equally good. The bi-yearly Christingle Service is done through the schools & is large. 

8. MPC has developed work with elderly...Communion taken to Ermine House, Lenten Green 

& recently the new development Ruckland Court. 
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Prayer...Study etc. At least thre(areas where MPC has concentrated: 

A BRF notes...from none to 30 to 40 membership 
B Monthly Prayer Group with informal Communion in someone's 

home...approx 12 in number ....1st Thursday 
C Study Group meeting 2nd and 4th Thursday. 

***************************** 
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FUTURE NEEDS....IF MPC WAS STAYING 

A Teenagers...need to provide for this growing group 

B Pastoral Care...a certain amount done with the congregation but more 
needs to be developed to make it more thorough 

C With the increase in Baptisms, need to do more in preparation...i.e. 
possibly to develop a preparation occasion like St Nicholas. 

D Ermine West...This small community building will need to be sorted out. 
In the end it will become a financial liability and perhaps should 
close. MPC got very close to this but now sees this may happen within 
two years. 

E To help The Group grow and have meaning for the two congregations. A 
number of features have appeared...Joint Confirmation, Joint Eucharist 
on Ascension Day, Family Outing in the summer, Sunday exchanges between 
MPC & BLW (agreed on a two monthly period). A proposed Quiet Evening 
arranged for September and maybe a weekend in 1991. 
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